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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
June 6, 1989

2CAN068908

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report No. 50-368/87-011-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B), attached is the subject
report concerning personnel error resulting in the issuance of original
Technical Specifications which did not reflect the actual plant design

,

for the remote shutdown panel.

Very truly yours,

c

E. C. Ewing
General Manager,
Plant Support

ECE:DAH:djm
attachment

cc w/att: Regional Administrator
Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INP0 Records Center
1500 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064

8906120012 890606
PDR ADOCK 05000368 (#pcS PDC
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NRC form 366 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(9-83) Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

Expires: 8/31/85
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (L E R)

FACILITY NAME (1) Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit Two IDOCKET NUMBER (2) IPAGE (3)
10151010101 31 61 8|Il0Fl013

TITLE (4) Personnel Error Results in Issuance of Original Technical Specifications
Which did not Reflect Actual Plant Design for the Remote Shutdown Panel

EVENT DATE (5) | LER NUMBER (6) i REPORT DATE (7) i OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (8)
i i l i ISequentiali IRevisioni i i | |

Month! Day ! Year | Year | | Number ! | Number |MonthI Day lYear I Facility Names Dockat Number (s)
| | | | | | 1 | | | | 0 5 0 0 01 1

01 71 21 71 81 71 81 71--I 01 11 11--| 01 01Of6101618191 0 5 0 0 06 i
OPERATING j ITHIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR 5:
MODE (9) | II (Check one or more of the followino) (11)
POWEPl | _ I 20.402(b) | _ t 20.405(c) |_| 50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_| 73.71(b)
LEVELI l _| 20.405(a)(1)(1) | _] $0.36(c)(1) |_| 50.73(a)(2)(v) |_I 73.71(c)

|_| 50.73(a)(2)(vii) |_| Other (Specify in(10) 1110101 | 20.405(a)(1)(ii)
|]| 50.36(c)(2)| l 50.73(a)(2)(1) |_] 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A)| Abstract below and| _| 20.405(a)(1)(iii)

| _| 20.405(a)(1)(iv) | _| 50.73(a)(2)(11) |_| 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)l in Text, NRC Form
i 1 20.405(a)(1)(v) 1 I 50.73(a)(2)(iii) i I 50.73(a)(2)(x) i 366A)

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)
Name | Telephone Number

lArea |
Larry A. Taylor, Nuclear Safety and Licensing Specialist ICode i

1510111916141-13111010
COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)

| | | |Reportabiel | | | | JReportablel
Causelsysteel Component IManufacturerl to NPRDS I |Cause| System | Component IManufacturert to NPRDS I

| | | | 1 | | | | | |

| | 1 I l I | 1 1 I I I I I l l I i | 1 | | l l l

| I l I | | 1 i l i l
i l i I I i i i | | I I I I I I I i l I l ! I I I

SUPPLEMENT REPOR1 EXPECTED (14) i EXPECTED i Monthi Day Year

~
| SUBMISSION | |

l l Yes (If yes. complete Expected Submission Date) lil No | DATE (15) i I | | 1 |
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On July 27, 1987, it was identified that instrumentation for Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System flow rate
installed on remote shutdown panel 2C80 did not meet the requirements of Technical Specification (TS)
3.3.3.5. It had previously been incorrectly interpreted that a hand indicating controller for a SDC
system flow control valve, which is located on the remote shutdown panel, satisfied the requirements
of the TS 3.3.3.5. Reviews concluded that although the controller output was indicative of SDC system
flow rate, direct measurement and readout of this parameter was not provided by the instrument. The
cause of this event was personnel error. The original Technical Specifications were issued requiring
indicating instrumentation for SDC system flow rate on remote shutdown panel 2C80 without ensuring that
the correct instrumentation was actually installed. A comparison of the additional remote shutdown
panel instrwntation requirements of TS 3.3.3.5 with the installed instrumentation was conducted and
no additional discrepancies were identified. As a result of this event, a design change was completed
January 1989 which installed SDC system flow rate instrumentation on the remote shutdown panel.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUMBER (2) | LER NUMBER (6) | PAGE (3)
| | | | Sequentially | Revision |

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit Two | | Yearf Number | Number ]
10151010101 31 61 8| 81 7t-- 01 Il 11-- 01 Ol012|0Fl013|

i TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

A. Plant Status

At the time of discovery of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2) was operating in
Mode 1 (Power Operation) at approximately 100 percent power. Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature was approximately 580 degrees Fahrenheit and RCS pressure was approximately 2250 psia.

B. Event Description

On July 27, 1987, as a result of a finding during a Quality Assurance Audit, it was identified
that Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System [BP) flow rate instrumentation was not installed on remote
shutdown panel 2C80 as required by Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.3.5. It had previously been
incorrectly interpreted that a hand indicating controller for a SDC system flow control valve
located on the remote shutdown penel satisfied the requirements of the TS 3.3.3.5. The controller
indicates a flow demand signal; however, direct measurement and readout of SDC system flow rate
are not provided by tne instrumant. Instrumentation which directly indicated SDC system flow rate
had never been installed or pla.ined for the remote shutdown panel. Therefore, this discrepancy
nac existed since initial issuance of the Technical Specifications for ANO-2.

Following the discovery of this discrepancy, a methodology of determining the SDC system flow
rate utilizing the valve controller indication was developed and provided to Operations personnel
on shift and subsequently incorporated in operating procedures as an interim measure pending the
development and implementation of a plant modification to provide a direct readout of SDC system
flow rate on the remote shutdown panel.

A comparison of the additional remote shutdown panel instrumentation requirements of TS 3.3.3.5
with the installed instrumentation was conducted and no additional discrepancies were identified.

C. Safety Significance

The operability of the remote shutdown panel instrumentation ensures that sufficient capability is
available to permit shutdown and maintenance of the facility in Hot Shutdown from locations outside
the control room. General Design Criterion 19 of 10CFR50, Appendix A, tequires that equipment at
appropriate locations outside the control room be provided for prompt het shutdown of the reactor,
including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safa condition ducing
hot shutdown, and with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through
the use of suitable procedures.

These capabilities were maintained but were not optimal due to the lack of direct measurement of
SDC system flow rate on the remote shutdown panel. Since the ability to shut down and maintain Hot
Standby and to place the plant in Cold Shutdown from outside of the control room was maintained
despite the d16:repancy, there is no safety significance as a result of this event.

D. Root Cause

The cause of this event was personnel error. The original Technical Specifications were issued
requiring indicating instrumentation for SDC system flow rate on the remote shutdown panel, 2C80,
without ensuring that the correct instrumentation was actually installed.

E. Basis for Deportability ,

TS 3.3.3.5 requires that a minimum of one instrument channel of SDC system flow rate be operable
on the remote shutdown panel. The associated TS 3.3.3.5 Action Statement requires that with less i

than the required operable channels, the inoperable channel must be retuned to operable status
within 30 days or the unit must be placed in Hot Shutdown within the next 12 hours. Since this
condition has existed since the initial issuance of the ANO-2 Technical Specifications, the flow
SDC flow rate instrument on the remote shutdown panel was not available for a time period greater
than allowed by the TS. Therefore, this event is reportable in accordance with the requirements
of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), operation prohibited by lechnical Specifications.
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

This event was only recently identified as reportable when the deportability of the condition
was reevaluated during a review / closeout of open action items related to previously identified j
plant conditions. This review was being conducted as part of a plant improvement program to
convert to a new system for identifying and reporting events or conditions ard implementing

,

appropriate corrective actions. This new system is receiving additional review to determine
]if the process can be further enhanced to improve the timeliness of deportability determinations .

to prevent recurrence of late reporting and LER submittals such as occurred for this event.

F. Corrective Actions

As a result of this event, a plant modification was developed and installed (in January 1989)
which provided SDC system flow rate instrumentation on the remote shutdown panel as required
by TS 3.3.3.5.

G. Additional Information

No previous similar reportable events have been identified.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) Codes are identified in the text as [XX).
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